
Stenciling 
This is a simpler technique than stamping to use on muslin bags, but it requires more prep time. 

 
Muslin bags—see directions for “Stamping with Vegetables” 
Paints—small squeeze bottles of acrylics in appropriate colors 
Paper plates 
Stencils—one per person is ideal…this allows each bag to be prepped ahead of time 
Foam stenciling brushes 
 
Cardboard or several layers of newspaper should be placed inside each muslin bag beforehand. This prevents paint from 
seeping through to the back of the bag. For extra protection (especially if you want to stamp both sides of the bag) you 
could cover the cardboard with plastic wrap. The stencil should then be secured to the bag with masking tape to prevent 
the stencil from moving around while clients are applying paint with the foam stenciling brush. Taping the stencil to the 
bag might not be necessary if participants are very high-functioning; but it does keep the stencil in place, eliminating any 
frustration with the craft. Place small amounts of paint on paper plates for each client. Be sure the finished bags are 
thoroughly dry before clients head home…try hanging them up for all to admire! 

 
Master Gardeners preceded the 
stenciling activity with a talk about 
ground covers. They had ajuga, lirope, 
vinca, ferns and ivy for clients to see 
and touch. Then they used fern and 
ivy stencils for the craft…with 
wonderful results! 
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